Folks don’t look just once at the Wooldridge 23’ Super Sport Offshore Pilothouse. They look and then look again…and again. There’s lots to see and admire in this Wooldridge and it takes more than a single glance to recognize just how cleverly Glen and Grant Wooldridge tucked big boat features into this 23-footer.

It is obvious at first glance that this boat is made for the open water. The deep “V” forward (40 degrees deadrise) is ready to break up the offshore chop and the impressive “V” continues through the planing surface (18 degrees deadrise) for a combination of ride and stability that pleases.

The beefy offshore bracket with a displacement box further enhances the exceptional ride and stability. This 23’ Pilothouse is equally at home with single or dual outboards. And the combination of length and beam (8 1/2’) create a boater’s package that’s user friendly on the road and on the waterways.

Minimal fuel consumption with optimum performance is the Wooldridge way and once again it is emphasized in this 23’ SS Pilothouse. Fact is, it’s hard to believe this 23-footer is so user-friendly when it comes to power (on the transom and in the tow vehicle) and at the fuel pump. Go more and spend less!

You can outfit this Wooldridge Super Sport Offshore Pilothouse with everything including the kitchen sink. Turn the page to check out several photos that illustrate how it all comes together in this 23’ Pilot.

Visibility is excellent, in the all welded pilothouse cabin (three-panel, reverse angle windshield with parangaph wipers). There is plenty of room in the cuddy for comfortable sleeping and lounging. Windows are Diamond Sea Glaze and they’re sliders in the cuddy and main cabin.

Check out the forward walk-around, bow rails, huge transom fish box, locking rod locker doors and 97 gallon fuel tank, standard. Of course steering is hydraulic. Standard features are extensive as detailed on the back page.

When it comes to options, the full pilothouse package is the most popular. It includes the 3’ wide dinette with flip-flop backrest which makes into bed (7’-plus), large cabinet with built-in electric fridge, diesel stove/heater, and freshwater sink with electric pump. Of course there’s more, custom tailored to individual wants and needs: private stand-up head, transom door, radar, full electronics, pot pullers…you name it.

Of course, this boat is all-welded aluminum and carries a lifetime limited hull warranty to the original buyer.

The Wooldridge 23’ SS Offshore Pilothouse is a boat ready to create great times on the water!

SPECIFICATIONS

| Length | 23’ 3" |
| Beam   | 102" |
| Side Height | 34" |
| Side Gauge | .160" |
| Bottom Width | 84" |
| Bottom Gauge | 3/16" |
| Weight | 3,200 lbs. |
| Weight (w/Pilot package) | +350 lbs. |
| Fuel Tank | 97 gal. |
| Max Motor H.P. | 250 |
| Deadrise | 18° |
| Deadrise in Bow | 40° |
### Standard Features for Super Sport Offshore 23' Pilothouse

#### Standard Hull & Cabin
- Lifetime Limited Hull Warranty to original buyer
- Wooldridge Full Support Structure System
- Meets U.S.C.G. standards
- Extended bottom trim plate
- Full width offshore motor bracket w/ displacement box & kicker mount
- 50 gallon transom sink/fish box with two piece cutting board lid
- Built-in, under-floor aluminum fuel tank, baffled
- Secondary fuel feed off tank for kicker fuel
- 1,250 GPH bilge pump
- Gas/Water separator
- Dual full length rod storage racks w/ locking doors
- Stand-up gunnels with toe kick
- Welded Sport rails on top of sides in rear fishing area
- Two (2) welded downrigger brackets
- Five (5) welded 8" cleats
- Walk-around gunnels w/ non skid
- UV treated vinyl exterior side color & pin stripe package
- Side rub channel
- Welded bow and stern eyes
- Forward wing for wave deflection
- Welded bow rails
- Welded spray deflectors under bow
- Exterior draining rope and chain storage under bow cap
- Welded grab rails on top of roof sides and rear of cabin
- Navigation / Running lights
- Three piece Diamond Sea Glaze windshield w/ three panagraph wipers
- Full welded pilothouse cabin with cuddy and rear wall
- Zolatone paint w/ clear coat for cabin interior, exterior & fishing cockpit
- 1/2" 50 year pressure treated plywood floors covered w/ marine boat decking
- Interior side panels and cuddy covered in marine carpet
- Light 5/16" foam padding with carpet in cuddy
- Large storage compartments under cuddy pads
- Porta pottie in cuddy
- Two (2) Diamond Sea Glaze sliding, screened locking windows in cuddy
- Two (2) Diamond Sea Glaze sliding, screened locking windows in main cabin
- Diamond Sea Glaze glass locking door
- Light tint on all glass except for front
- Under floor storage in cabin
- Full length Welded side trays w/ marine carpet
- Four LED dome lights in main cabin, one dome light in cuddy
- All welded dashboard
- Dash mounted hydraulic steering system
- 6 panel power source, w/ sealed switches and fuses
- Back lit fuel gauge
- Electric horn
- Electronics flush mount pad above helm
- Two Bentley's "Sportsman" upholstered seats
- Two pedestals for Bentley's seats
- Many options available

**Included in the addition of the "Pilothouse Package" option**
- Six rocket launchers on rear of cabin roof
- Privacy curtain for front cuddy area
- Upholstery w/ extra cushioning in cuddy
- 3' wide dinette w/ flip flop front backrest, folds into bed over 7' long
- 3' long cabinet w/ counter top & door with space for fridge
- Norcold 12 volt electric fridge
- Wallas Diesel two burner stove / heater
- Sink w/ 9 gallon tank & electric pump
- Full interior carpet, storage trays over windows & wood trim package
- Windshield fan

**Many options available**
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